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About This Game

Daemonsgate is a fantasy role-playing game in which you play the role of a young hero who is the only hope left of saving the
besieged city Tormis. It is surrounded by demonic hordes so it’s no easy task! The goal is to search the land of Hestor for a wise

wizard possessing knowledge necessary to stop the invading demon army.

You start off all by yourself at the "Pigge and Ballbearing" inn located within the city. ou can converse with many non player
characters, the innkeepers tend to be more knowledgeable - so they can be a valuable source of information.

There are a few minor subplots and distractions from the main task as your journey progresses. But the game is event driven so
there is no passing task X before completing task Y first. The game uses three-quarters overhead perspective and boasts a

conversation system with over 70,000 words.
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A love letter to old pick-up-and-play fantasy games with a deep customization system and a co-op mode that will pull you back
in for multiple sessions.

Right off the bat with its charming throwback aesthetic, Secrets of Arcadia promises to be a colorful romp through dark caves,
mystical icy corridors, and old forgotten castles, harkening back to the games you played as a kid. SoA maneuvers this well-trod
territory with style and never seems to overstay its welcome primarily thanks to the implementation of a (surprisingly versatile)
ability system that allows players to purchase upgrades across class lines. As healing items and gems (the game\u2019s primary
currency) are plentiful, especially in the later phases of the game, the core rhythm of the game quickly settles into clearing levels
to gain gems and unlocking as many upgrades as possible in order to play with the many different character customization
options.

As a solo experience the game is perfectly acceptable. You\u2019ll find yourself upgrading your character, avoiding traps, and
taking fewer hits as you learn to implement the game\u2019s fluid dodge-and-strike rhythm. However, it must be said that the
real fun to be had here is in venturing into the depths of Arcadia with a friend in co-op mode. This is where the ability to create
and augment character builds on the fly really feels the most relevant and exciting.

. Constant stutter running on a gtx 1080, can't really recommend right now. Yes, I've tried lowering the settings, no, it didn't
help. Requesting a refund, but may get it again when I can play the game without getting a god damn headache, though I can say
right now that the combat is really unsatisfying, in my opinion, so that's a big turn-off. I have to say though, it has a lot of
potential, I just hope the devs play their cards right.. Thoroughly enjoing this game - The story is captivating - The dialogue is
witty and quite funny at times. Attention to detail is superb - All around lots of fun after a few hours of play - And, the
soundtrack is absolutely kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Cumparati-l pentru a da dovada ca vrem macar o parte din
Romania facuta in ETS.. best pc version of smash bros,I like it very much cause the characters is unlock by playing.
the dlc is also worth the money since all the characters are unique especially the zombie
very recommended for people that want a simple non combo wombo fighting game. Boy, does this game bring back memories.
It actually took me back to the old Enduro game on Atari 2600 (yeah, I'm old enough to remember when it was new), and I've
just had a tremendously fun hour's play reliving parts of my childhood. Will come back often.

If you want good, plain, old-school arcade fun, this is the game for you. I bought this on sale but would happily have paid full
price.

10\/10 would buy to swear at cars I'm about to lap again.. I bet most people would describe Acro Strom as "Wipeout and Mario
Kart had a baby". There has recently been released some amount of anti-gravity racers but there aren't many hoverbike games,
which in the end are quite different things. You don't use air brakes here, and genereally the game is more arcadey and generally
it does not feel like it wants you to train it every day for many hours to become a better pilot, as is the vibe that I get from most
anti-gravity racers. This game feels to me that it prioritizes having fun (instead of the "simulation-level skill needed in order to
race in these speeds"), via really-easy-to-grasp mechanics and fantastic sense of speed, nice music and personal presentation.
This game really feels that it could have been in the arcade right between Hydro Thunder and Crazy Taxi, and I mean this in
nothing but in a good way.

I have been looking for racing games with one criteria: Let me feel the high speed. I want to go fast! Personally I don't get the
sense of great speed in for example any simulation type of games. I want to go faster! And in my research there are only a
handful of these kind of games available on PC. Acro Storm manages to be one of those.

The game being in pretty early development there is not too much content and as per usual with EA titles, don't buy this game if
you are expecting to get many hours worth of content or if you are impatient or if you can't stand of any inconveniences (such as
lack of tutorials, little bit weirdly acting powerups, little bit "messy" HUD, not rebindalbe keys etc.) Let's just say that there are
pretty rough edges, but the good core is there already. I would describe the current state as a "sample" of the fruits of the
development this far, and I am generally very cautious about EA products, I only buy them when I feel I want to support the
developers for what they are doing.

Nevertheless, the game already offers nice kicks from speed and shows alot of promise with it's personal style.
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Now, why do I recommend the game as of now?
+That feel of speed.
+Piloting (Or is it driving? Surely not flying?) feels pretty good.
+Nice music (even though not particularly my favourite kind, it fits in the game\/atmosphere well)
+Personal look
+Tracks and environments are nice (and promising in regard to future tracks).
+Price is really fair at this point.
+Support the developers for doing this hoverbike game (because hoverbikes are preeetty cool don't you agree?) which is a rare
genre and not doing a 16-bit roguelike platformer or a open world survival game. In the end, if you buy early access titles you
don't just buy the game for what it is now, you buy it with a promise that it will get better, and you will buy it because you want
to give your support. Also it is already fun to play, so there is that thing too!. This is a really good HOG. I'm not usually into this
kind of setting - I lean toward more fantasy-oriented backgrounds - but this game surprised me by how well-crafted it is.

While it's not necessarily the most creative game of it's kind, I found myself wanting to learn more, and curious about what
would happen next.

Notes:
Hidden object scenes are shape-based and interactive (not a list of words)
Some of the collectibles are very tricky to find, but mostly they're just cleverly hidden, as opposed to invisible because of colour-
on-colour
I like the protagonist, but seeing some of her thoughts during the game would be even better - something the newer games do
ore often now, and often with humour. i keep spawning inside the ground and cannot play :\/
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This "game" is horrible. There are absolutely no strategic choices in this game. You just mash the space bar.

Literally the only good thing in this game is the cat meows. They are adorable.

. Kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Devs Who Listen To Their Community!. Great game. It reminds me of a modern game
take on Advanced Wars. I would highly recommend this game, if you enjoy turn based war games.. Terrible DLC... basically a
money gambit... don't buy.... I have bought and finished every DLC of OoB so far, and I really enjoyed them all. But I have to
say, that I feel this DLC is clearly the worst unfortunately. I was looking forward to the late war advanced units, and they are
nice, however the scenarios are a constant repetition. I came up to the Huertgenwald scenario so far, and all but one scenarios
are constant defensive. Don't get me wrong, I am okay with one or two defense scenarios at a time, but sitting and waiting for
endless enemy attacks in every scenario is really boring. What is more, I hate that I can't play the Anzio scenario when I do
brilliant victories all the time.
I hope the next campaigns are gonna be more diversified again (a soviet campaign would be appreciated!).
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